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There is an increase requirement for
ART testing to be done by individual
workers and to record it the MOM –
FWMOMCare apps. TG25 has set
aside resources to teach and help
any residents unfamiliar with the
usage of the ART kit and online
recording requirement. The Access
Code in SGWorkpass will soon be
synchronise with FWMOMCare and
will turn Red to stop worker going to
work for ART test results that show
a positive record.

MOM-ACE and STL team conducts training to MW on
how to use the ART kits and upload it to FWMOMCare
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2. Mid Autumn Festival – Moon cakes for residents

The history of the Mid-Autumn Festival dates back
over 3,000 years. The festival is held on the 15th day
of the 8th month of the Chinese lunisolar
calendar with a full moon at night, corresponding to
mid-September to early October of the Gregorian
calendar. The moon is at its brightest and fullest size,
coinciding with harvest time in the middle of
Autumn.
Its brightness is a symbolic beacon that light people's
path to prosperity and good fortune

The Salvation Army donated 200 pieces of Moon Cakes for Chinese
migrant workers residents on 14 Sep 2021.

3. Increased number of mass ART testing for residents
Owing to more waste water surveillances, there are more ART testing for
residents. The employers were informed and they have kindly cooperated
to schedule their employees/residents to attend the ART testing operation
conduction by STL/ACE.
The ART operation hours allow minimum disruption of the employers and
all affected residents can still continue to work as usual.
The ART kits were provided by the authorities and residents were tested
in batches. These operations were also an opportunity for the individual
to be supervised for the correct use of this self-testing kit.

Residents doing ART testing for surveillance
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4. Centralised Recovery Facilities (CRF) in Sungei Tengah Lodge
On Tue 28 Sep 2021, MOM/ACE appointed Sungei Tengah Lodge
to provide Centralized Recovery Facilities (CRF) for Covid19
Positive (C+) and ART – Antigen Positive (Ag+) migrant workers
(MW). The services provided by STL would include the following:
1. Triage workers to go into CRF (assess if they are suitable for
CRF based on a simple checklist)
2. Monitor vital signs and symptoms for MW recovering in CRF
with appropriate medical escalations
3. Health and welfare support for MW medical needs e.g.
medical consultation and attendance
4. Check on proper use of oximeter and oral thermometer
5. Security for MWs to remain within the CRF zone
6. Packing and distributing items (e.g. food and care-packs) to
MW
7. Recording of MW
8. Coordinating with authorities on in-pro and out-pro of MW
9. Provision of food (e.g. Indian, Bangla, Chinese and vegetarian)
for MW
10. Supervising and manage ART of MW
11. Managing the SDM and SMM of the MW
12. Provision of wifi for MW
13. Disinfecting and turn-over of the rooms

Centralised Recovery Facility at ST Lodge
Cluster 3 designated as CRF

STL is putting up a dedicated team for the above services

5. STL Award winning hero
At the start of the Covid 19 circuit breaker, there were pressure on all
stakeholders. STL was issued Isolation Orders and residents were
confined in the dormitory clusters and blocks. Law and Order were
strictly enforced and residents were law abiding. The dormitory density
and prolong period of confinement has created stress and mental
wellbeing problem with number of residents.
There is one incident where one of the residents climbed to the roof of
the 13th Storey building and walked to the edge of the building. Some
residents saw the dangerous act and alerted STL security officers. Many
residents were jeering the unsafe act and STL security manager Adam
Khalifah and security officer Iskandar Bin Abd Samad acted swiftly to
safely pull the resident back from the edge.
Ministry of Home Affairs recognised the act of bravery of both staff and
each was given an award and certification. Our hero!

Recognition to our STLodge Hero

